
 

Format-Shamble-1 best ball. These tournament scores will be NOT be posted by OSWGA to GHIN. On the card above the team has circled the score they are using for each hole.  

Then they have brought down the score gross and deducting strokes when applicable, the net score. Note that on the 3
rd

, 7
th

, 8
th

 &14
th

 holes the players have put a check mark 

 indicating the drives were used as you need 2 drives per player. Note the X’s on # 9 & # 10 as the player was out of the hole and picked up. No need to write a max or ESC score 

 as the round will not be posted. Also, no need to add up player’s individual scores as it is not being posted.  Note Jackie’s scores on 11 & 12-5/4 & 6/5. PLEASE do not do this! 

 It makes the card very difficult to read for the scorers. The gross and net boxes are below for this purpose.  

On hole #13 these players circled the 5 gross and brought it down NOT the 4 gross-which is obviously a better gross score. We understand you are exchanging cards-this may 

 have been an error on the part of the other twosome scoring on your card but it is your responsibility to recheck your cards before signing and turning them in. The official  

scorers cannot change the 5 -that’s the breaks- they have no idea what happened out there and there could be some other reason why that score was chosen.  

 You should always have another scorecard being marked in your group. Hopefully at the end of a completed front or back-you’re going over the scores hole by hole-then you  

would probably catch this error. 

Note the players added the back wrong-the scoring committee has corrected the error. Luckily for the player’s they are not responsible for the math. Scorecard has been signed 

 by a player and a competitor.  Thank you for your help in getting these scorecards neat and legible! 


